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The impact of corona

This crisis may take longer than initially expected, including 
several lock downs

In this interconnected world, it is very likely that other pandemics 
(or other crisis) will occur, hugely affecting tourism

This crisis may change tourism as we know it
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What happens if you don’t innovate…
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Goal and program

Goal
• Offer inspiration on how to look at the crisis
• Provide platform to learn from each other how we can 

innovate in these times of crisis

Program
• How is the crisis affecting my business?

• Discussion
• How to innovate/adapt to new situation?

• Discussion
• Moving forward (jointly?)

• Discussion
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Changes at the customer-end

• Decreasing trust in travel suppliers

• More domestic holidays/revaluation of closer-to-home holidays 

• Avoidance of crowded destinations (single apartment rather 
than hotel or resort) and means of transportation (car rather 
than plane or cruise)

• Booking later to reduce risk of cancellation

• Replacing international travelling by virtual meetings (firms)

• …
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• Is it a temporal or structural change?
• Does it fit an existing trend or is it a new trend?



How does the crisis affect customer behavior?
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How does the crisis affect customer behavior?
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Will the tourist come back?
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An ecosystem perspective: other changes

• Increasing crowd control (using technology?)

• More attention for other forms of impact than economic impact of 
tourism 
• Resistance to environmental effects of flying/airports 

(kerosene tax)
• Resistance to negative local effects of mass tourism
• Resistance to supporting firms that ‘hurt’ society

• Wish to become less (economically) dependent on tourism

• Increasing support for improving international train connections

• Stricter border controls on health-related issues
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Discussion?

• Do you recognize these changes? Any other changes?

• Where do they fit in the 2x2?
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The paralyzing 
effect of an 
unknown future



The effect of inertia
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Traditional way of innovating
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Come up with 
brilliant plan

Show there is 
a market for it

Write 
business plan

Get it funded

Implement it
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How to get out of an unknown room… 
…blindfolded?



What is effectuation?

Work with what is already within your control 
to co-create the future
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Traditional innovation Effectual innovation
View of the 
future

Predictive: focus on prediction 
and planning

Creative: future is co-created by 
willful agents

Attitude to 
surprise

Avoid: use prediction and 
planning to minimize impact 
surprises

Leverage: transform surprises 
into opportunities, learn from 
surprises

Basis for 
action

Goal oriented: goals determine 
action

Means oriented: goals emerge 
from actions that begin from 
available means



The effectuation process
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GoalsMeans Interactions Ecosystem 
commitment

New 
means

New 
goals

Innovation

Expanding cycle of resources

Converging cycle of goals



The importance of the ecosystem

• The ecosystem provides additional resources (money, 
knowledge, access to customers, supporting regulations, 
legitimacy….) or withholds required resources

• Co-determines the direction of your innovation (goals) 
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Ultimately, the aim of 
ecosystem management is to 

secure support for the 
innovation from all ecosystem 

actors by providing some 
form of value



What we can learn from this….

Accept that you will not (yet) know:
• What the innovation will look like
• What the ecosystem will look like

Start by thinking about what you do have/can do
• Does that fit a change or even a trend?
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Searching for weak signals and business 
opportunities
Internal
• What are you good at and can you use these capabilities in a 

new way?

Customers
• Which of your customers are exhibiting new behavior?
• What new needs do they have?
• What are they paying attention to?

Competitors (in the broad sense; not just travel agencies)
• Who is doing well and why?

Other stakeholders (governments, SIGs etc)
• How are they affected by the crisis?
• How can they use the crisis?
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What we can learn from this….

Accept that you will not (yet) know:
• What the innovation will look like
• What the ecosystem will look like

Start by thinking about what you do have/can do
• Does that fit a change or even a trend?

Build a coalition of the willing (and accept it may change over time)

Use small scale experiments to learn and improve
• The innovation itself
• The ecosystem
• How value is (re-)distributed within the ecosystem
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Example: the e-reader

First versions (early 1990s) developed by
• Sony
• NuovoMedia
• Softbook
• …
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Sony Data Discman (1992)



Sony’s new attempt (2006)

Brighter screen

Easy on the eyes

Longer battery life

More memory

Slim and lightweight

20% cheaper than previous products
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Sony PRS-500



Amazon’s Kindle (2007)

“Downright industrially ugly”

Inferior screen

Weights more

Closed platform (only books from 
Amazon)
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Which is most successful?
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PRS-500 Kindle
Suppliers
Retailers Sony’s brand name & 

distribution
Consumers Superior product 
Publishers Afraid of copyright 

infringements: 10,000 titles



Which is most successful? 
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PRS-500 Kindle
Suppliers
Retailers Sony’s brand name & 

distribution
Mainly thru Amazon.com

Consumers Superior product No printing/no sharing
Publishers Afraid of copyright 

infringements: 10,000 titles
No printing/no sharing: 
90.000 titles



Discussion

• How is your firm adapting / innovating? (if at all)

• What problems do you encounter when doing so?
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Where to focus on?
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Individual 
change

Collective 
change

System 
change

Surviving: solving 
day-to-day 
problems

Preparing for the 
future by solving 

underlying problems



Platform for reinventing tourism

Organizations jointly addressing a systemic problem
• Effectual in nature (sense and probe)
• Open and changing in constellation (probably not only including 

travel agencies)
• Self-organizing

Potential problems
• Winning back trust from customers
• From mass- to margin-tourism
• From plane to train
• Combating overtourism
• Local embedding
• …
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Moving forward (jointly)?

Do you feel a need for reinventing tourism?

Do you see opportunities for reinventing tourism?

Do you see a need for a platform for reinventing tourism?

Is there a need for a follow-up?
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Thank you
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